Intern Posting

**Job Title:** Developer Support Intern / Co-op  
**Location:** Madison, WI  
**Hours:** Flexible  
**Pay:** Competitive  
**Apply to:** pjohnson@zspace.com

**Description/Summary**

The developer support intern will be responsible for helping the business development organization in supporting and expanding the developer ecosystem. You will collaborate with business development, product development, and the core software team to develop tools, applications and systems to address the developer needs in alignment with our overall strategy.

**Responsibilities**

- Develop specific examples and adapting existing WebGL/WebVR applications to zSpace. Fully documenting the process and providing feedback to the core software team  
- Take lead on creating examples and documentation for creating a teaching guide for developing a zSpace app using the existing Unity3D education guide.  
- Monitor and provide assistance in addressing questions for the developer community.  
- Help identify additional tools needed to ensure a smooth developer process.

**Requirements**

- Working knowledge of Unity3D and the ability to use the platform to develop applications.  
- Working knowledge of WebGL and WebVR technologies.  
- Track record of collaborating in a team environment with multiple functional groups.  
- Knowledge of software development process and experience with development teams.  
- Strong desire to be a part of an innovative emerging technology company and can adapt to a fast paced environment.  
- Working towards a technical degree (computer science, engineering).

**Company Description**

zSpace, Inc.® is a leading-edge technology provider that enables natural interaction with virtual-holographic 3D imagery through its flagship product, zSpace®. Targeting markets including, manufacturing, architecture, engineering, government, medical and research. zSpace aims to accelerate design and development processes and increase productivity through interactive 3D visualization. zSpace is a privately held, venture backed company located in Sunnyvale, CA.  
For more information, visit www.zspace.com.